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Chair’s Overview 

Mike Berwick 
 
The past year has been dominated by the changes in government: first settling into the new state regime and 
then the new Australian Government.  
 
So far, state funds have been maintained with NRM is embedded in the state process. The Australian 
Government also looks like giving more recognition to the role of regional bodies in planning and delivery. But 
at the time of writing the program is still being developed, so the final outcome remains speculative. 
 
The RGC has been a challenge to chair and run in the last 12 months with some sharp scrutiny of the role, 
function and cost of the organisation. At the last budget the RGC did its own modest cuts but any significant 
cost savings could only come from wages and a consequent reduction in output. In my view that output is 
needed to maintain the existence of regional NRM, to influence policy and programs to improve landscape 
health and to build partnerships with the peak bodies and organisations that represent those who manage and 
care for the land.  
 
Governments remain our key funders and our community engagement, planning and investment must be 
plugged into mainstream government process. We’re getting there. 
 
The recommendations of the Queensland Regional Arrangements Review have been largely adopted, but 
more importantly the work plan, responsibilities and time lines have been agreed. 
 
There are some differing views of what the RGC should be, how much it costs and what service it provides to 
members. A considerable investment of time and money has gone into exploring, discussing and 
workshopping this question. 
 
The resolution of all these issues, imminent now, will free up the chair, CEO and Executive Officer to do their 
jobs  - firstly to advocate for landscape health through community, science, partners, land managers and 
government and the secondly to help coordinate a more cooperative, efficient, effective and innovative NRM 
sector  
 
I’ve very much enjoyed my work: for what we stand for and for the diversity of people and issues we bring 
together. The collective knowledge of landscape health, in our 14 regions, is really quite formidable. Thank you 
all.  
 
Greatest thanks to Andrew and Lane. I’ve valued your good guidance, including doing my hair, your 
commitment and ability and the general ease of working together. 
 
Mike Berwick 
Chair, Regional Groups’ Collective 
 
November 2013 
 
  



 

 

CEO’s Report 

Andrew Drysdale 
 
The RGC continues to deliver the services to the regional bodies that it was established for. Election years 
always result in a great deal of activity leading up to the elections with the RGC presenting options to parties 
for greater support and recognition of the NRM agenda which exist in Queensland.  
 
This flurry of activity is usually followed by a period of relative “quiet” as governments enter into care taker 
mode. Then it is on again with the RGC “standing at the door” of the new government to again offer our help 
and capacity to deliver the new agendas and programs. This year has not been an exception to this sequence 
of events with the recent Federal Election.  
 
A review of Queensland’s Regional arrangements was commissioned by the RGC with a report tabled in 
August. The decision to have this review demonstrates the courage and determination of the RGC Directors in 
wanting to have in place the most effective and efficient arrangements to deliver community based NRM in 
Queensland. This resulted in the organisations presenting themselves for scrutiny and criticism. The findings 
and associated recommendations for improvement have been adopted in principle by the RGC with each of 
the regional bodies yet to formally endorse the recommendations.  
 
Many of the regional bodies are facing very tight budgetary constraints. This has resulted from less funds being 
available than previous years as well as funding lags created by one program ending and another starting. 
Despite this, the financial support for the RGC has continued which speaks volumes for the importance that 
the regional bodies place on having an effective RGC.  
 
However such support may not be possible for coming years if budgets remain tight and the RGC will need to 
look at our business and how best to fund the delivery of that business. The RGC will also have to review the 
services it provides to both State and Commonwealth Governments now they have stopped funding the RGC 
directly. 
 
Whilst the primary role of the RGC is to continue to promote Queensland’s regional arrangements as being 
critical in achieving the sustainable use and protection of our natural and built assets there is another role 
which is as important.  
 
The knowledge, skills and experiences which reside within the staff of the regional bodies is exceptional and is 
the reason our model delivers. The staff network groups that exist across the state play a great role in sharing 
these skills and knowledge as well as acting as a “pool” for the RGC to draw on. I have been fortunate to sit in 
on many of these network gatherings and I’m continually impressed by the people that sit around those 
tables. To lose the ability for the staff to share and explore would impact significantly on the delivery of NRM 
in Queensland.  
 
As for the regional bodies, the greatest asset the RGC has is the dedication, passion and ability of the people 
who work for and with the organisation. To Mike, Lane and Lee my most sincere thanks for your commitment 
and support you have provided to me this year. To our three contractors Val, Sam and Lisa a similar thank you.  
I look forward to working with you all in the coming year. 
 

 
Andrew Drysdale 

CEO, Regional Groups’ Collective 

 

November 2013 

  



 

Program Highlights 
 

1. Reef Rescue 

2. Essential Information and Knowledge Management Systems 

3. Strategic Communication 

 

1. Reef Rescue | prepared by Val Sapin 
 

Reef Rescue achievements 2008-2013  
Over the first phase of Reef Rescue, regions and industry partners achieved: 

 4100 individual farmers (2820 farmers and 1250 graziers) have undertaken training and changed their 
farm practices.  

 3876 landholders have been involved in individual projects worth $76 million. 

 200 individuals have been involved in multi-farm projects worth $16 million. 

 5160 individual and multi-farm grants were disbursed. 

 The physical area where farm practices have been improved represents over 2.3 million hectares (1.5 
million hectares of which is grazing land). 

 

These achievements show that the initial targets to engage 1500 new farmers and 650 graziers were modest, 
compared to the number of landholders who ended up participating in the program. 
 

In addition, all regions and industries report that more landholders wish to participate in the future, and that 
demand is going to be hard to meet, with diminishing levels of water quality grants.  
 

This highlights the underlying dilemma Reef Rescue project proponents have had since the project began: 
trying to reach enough new landholders every year, and at the same time ensuring on ground projects 
translate into enduring and high impact water quality outcomes.  
 

The compromise has been to try to simultaneously engage as many landholders as humanly and financially 
possible, but to use effective selection criteria and metrics, to ensure this rigorously translates into tangible 
water quality outcomes.  
 

Regions and industry achieved this level of engagement through widespread and committed collaborations 
and innovative partnerships. The full potential of some of these partnerships and cross regional and cross 
industry collaborations is still to be realised, but strong foundations have been laid. 
 

Some of the challenges for the next phase are: 
1. Further rationalising and streamlining of data capture and reporting mechanisms, with due consideration 

for a more integrated Management Information System, that focuses on the needs and access rights of 
multiple users 

2. Further evaluation of the utilisation and impact of grants, training and extension activities 
3. The translation and application of scientific results, into decision support tools for regions, advisers and 

industry. 
4. Developing a new communication strategy that clearly identifies the goals of communicating about Reef 

Rescue, including communication goals, target audiences, tools and tactics 
5. Developing more partnerships with the private sector for Reef Rescue extension and promotion 
6. Developing a comprehensive Reef Recue evaluation strategy that meets both DEWPaC and Reef Alliance needs.  
 

In addition, during the next phase of Reef Rescue efforts should focus on:  

 More sharing and learning with industry and regions;  

 The continued integration and synthesis of research information; 

 More timely information on progress towards the new target water quality outcomes. 
 

In short, the next phase will be about ensuring that all Reef Rescue outputs are utilised efficiently, to deliver 
the new targeted outcomes. 
 
 
 



 
 

2. Essential Information and Knowledge | prepared by Lee Blacklock 
 

Spatial Imagery Subscription Plan 
The spatial imagery subscription plan is in place for another year after contributions were received from SEQC, 
FBA and NQ Dry Tropics to a total of $30,000. It is critical that the RGC maintain this membership as it enables 
regional bodies access to the latest high resolution aerial photography and 2012 Spot5 imagery. A major 
benefit with this is that all the imagery is available on portable hard drive giving GIS officers and field staff the 
ability to take the imagery into the field. A Queensland wide mosaic has been obtained and delivered to 
regional body GIS staff. The RGC is the only non government entity permitted to this imagery under license. 
Copies of this imagery have been delivered to 13 regional bodies. 

 
ArcGIS Online Subscription 
The spatial manager’s role and that of GIS officers around the state is to look for improvements in the way 
spatial activities are delivered within their organisations. During the State-wide GIS workshop in March 2013 it 
became apparent that opportunities for regions to properly trial the ArcGIS Online application were limited 
because of the short free trial period of the application and the lack of training available. I therefore sought 
and gained approval to purchase a 1 year license to ArcGIS Online for the express use of regional bodies 
wishing to trial the application to deliver a thorough evaluation of the software. Nine regional bodies took up 
this offer with 14 GIS officers attending the training provided. It was a significant investment on our part but 
has already shown great potential in delivering live editing capability from an in-field situation to a cloud based 
storage platform. 

 
Restrictive Licensing for Sensitive Datasets 
I attended a number of meetings around the previous data share agreement and the proposed mechanism of 
obtaining data required to fulfil new contracts with the state government. Agreement was reached that 
restrictive licenses would be available to ensure captured pest and weed data would be available only to those 
who were authorised to use the data as per state government contracts. 

 
External Contracts 
To offset spatial project costs, I am currently working on 2 external contracts: Strategic Offset Investment 
Corridors and Cyclone Recovery Mapping 

 
GPS and GIS training delivery  
I delivered GPS training to 2 state government NPWS groups in the SEQ region to support the spatial project 
running costs. GPS and GIS training were also delivered to one regional body in Queensland. 

 
Council/Working Group Representations 
Council/group                                                                   amount 
Queensland Spatial Information Council                 2 
Spatial Imagery Working Group                                3 
Spatial Advisory Group                                               3 

 
Project Statistics 

 Attended 23 meetings representing the RGC addressing local and state-wide spatial issues. 

 A State-wide GIS Workshop was held in March with another due in December. 

 Manage Price Finder access and accounts for 9 regional bodies. 

 Participated in 6 teleconferences. 

 Processed 42 dataset requests from regional bodies. 

 Processed 28 imagery requests from regional bodies. 

 Received 11 phone requests for GIS advice. 

 Presented at the FUNGIS workshop in Cairns. 

 Visited 10 regional body offices during the year. 

 

  



 
 

3. Strategic Communication | prepared by Samantha Morris 

 
Queensland communicator’s network. 

The Collective continues to support the network of Queensland regional body communication officers with 
two face-to-face meetings held over the 2012-13 financial year and one planned for 2013-14. Ongoing review 
of the network shows great support for the Collective’s role in coordination.  There are years where the 
network is unchanged, however the past 12 months has seen a great turnover of communication staff and we 
assume the next meetings will be beneficial to those new officers in terms of information exchange and 
communication planning.  

 

The network has discussed issues around how to coordinate communication initiatives across regional 
boundaries and how to move to more consistent use of language to describe what natural resource 
management is.  

 

Online capability. 

The RGC redeveloped its website last year to allow for a simplified content management system, which has led 
to more regular content being uploaded to the site. Its integration with the e-newsletters, has also made for 
better content management.  The website is at www.rgc.org.au.  

 

The RGC’s newsletter, The Rumble, also moved to a digital format last year. The e-newsletter was distributed 
three times during 2012-13. It maintains a 40% open rate, which is high compared to other e-newsletters. 
More than 400 people are on the mailing list.  

 

Other communication activities have included: 

 Responding to data and information requests from both Federal and Queensland Government staff. 

 Support to RGC Chair and staff with editing and coordinating publications. 

 Maintaining a contact list of regional communication staff.  

 
 

http://www.rgc.org.au/

